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NOAH’S SCREEN 12 

In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we 
recommend you “test pitch” before your first camping trip. 
FoFor additional infr additional inforormamation please visittion please visit www.kelty.com. 

Package Includes: Backpack carry bag, tarp, two long poles, two short poles, 
2 short guy line cords, 2 long guy line cords and tent stakes. 

1 

Lay out fly upside down and locate green 
webbing strap that connects opposite 
corners as shown above. Strap may be inside 
mesh pocket shown above.  Connect the 
side release bulckles together. This strap will 
help dictate proper shape during set up.  

2 

On an even piece of ground lay out fly as 
shown, mesh down.  Locate and prepare 
two long guy lines. Find the center of the line 
and tie an overhand knot to create a small 
loop in the guy line, repeat for the other 
long line.   
Assemble all poles and set them aside, 
ensure that all segments are fully seated. 

3 Locate the green seam along the top of the fly.Locate the green seam along the top of the fly.  Follow seam to   Follow seam to 
one of the corners, insert tip of long pole into steeone of the corners, insert tip of long pole into steel ring at corner, l ring at corner,
then use the loop in the guy line from step 2 to cothen use the loop in the guy line from step 2 to connect guy line to nnect guy line to 
the top of the pole.  With help from a friend, tempthe top of the pole.  With help from a friend, temporarily stake out orarily stake out 
the lines and the mesh corners near the pole. Solothe lines and the mesh corners near the pole. Solo Set up is  Set up is
possible, but camping is better with friends!  possible, but camping is better with friends!  

Tips: Dual guy lines work best at 45-degree angles pulling out and 
 away from the pole.  

4 Follow the green seam to the opposite corner and repeat this 
process on the other side using the other long pole and long 
guy line. 

Using the short steel poles and guy lines, repeat this process 
on the other two corners.  

Tip: At this point you may need to re-position the stake 
locations and re-tension the guy lines as needed to achieve 
optimal tension.  

5 

 

The webbing strap shown in step 1 should now be removed and 
stored in the mesh pocket.  

Please note: proper pitching technique takes practice. Kelty 
recommends test pitching this structure several times before your 
first use in the wild.  If you have any questions please contact 
Kelty customer service and we would be happy to assist you. 

Happy trails & thank you for your business!  
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In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we 
recommend you “test pitch” before your first camping trip.
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Package Includes: Backpack carry bag, tarp, two long poles, two short poles,
2 short guy line cords, 2 long guy line cords and tent stakes.

On an even piece of ground lay out fly as 
shown, mesh down.  Locate and prepare
two long guy lines. Find the center of the line
and tie an overhand knot to create a small
loop in the guy line, repeat for the other 
long line.   
Assemble all poles and set them aside, 
ensure that all segments are fully seated. 
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Lay out fly upside down and locate green
webbing strap that connects opposite 
corners as shown above. Strap may be inside
mesh pocket shown above.  Connect the 
side release bulckles together. This strap will
help dictate proper shape during set up.  
  

 Tips: Dual guy lines work best at 45-degree angles pulling out and 
 away from the pole.  
 
    

Follow the green seam to the opposite corner and repeat this
process on the other side using the other long pole and long 
guy line. 

Using the short steel poles and guy lines, repeat this process
on the other two corners.  

Tip: At this point you may need to re-position the stake 
locations and re-tension the guy lines as needed to achieve
optimal tension.  

The webbing strap shown in step 1 should now be removed and
stored in the mesh pocket.  

Please note: proper pitching technique takes practice. Kelty 
recommends test pitching this structure several times before your
first use in the wild.  If you have any questions please contact 
Kelty customer service and we would be happy to assist you. 

Happy trails & thank you for your business!  

Locate the green seam along the top of the fly.  Follow seam to 
one of the corners, insert tip of long pole into steel ring at corner,
then use the loop in the guy line from step 2 to connect guy line to 
the top of the pole.  With help from a friend, temporarily stake out 
the lines and the mesh corners near the pole. Solo Set up is
possible, but camping is better with friends!  

www.kelty.com



